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Summary Information
Repository: Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History
Creator - ivr: Taylor, David Alan, 1951-
Title: "Life of the Maine Lobsterman" Project
ID: MF037
Date [inclusive]: The bulk of the material is from 1974.
Date [inclusive]: 1972-1974
Physical
Description:
20 items 
Physical Location: 29-B-3-5 for master AND server16 (https://library.umaine.edu/
content/NAFOH/) for access
Language of the
Material:
English .
Material Specific
Details:
Audio files are the primary source material. Transcriptions are
the transcriber's best effort to convert audio to text, but should
be considered secondary to the audio.
Preferred Citation
Interviewee last name, interviewee first name. Year. NA[unique series identification
number], MF037, NAFOH. Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections Department,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Scope and Contents
The bulk of the nineteen accessions (33 hours) in this collection consists of interviews by David
Taylor conducted during the summer of 1974 focused on Maine lobster fishermen. Series
NA0726, NA0727, and NA0747 - NA0750, and NA0777 have been added to the collection since
they are on the same topic and were done around the same time. Included in the "supplemental
material" is the contents of the MF037 collection folder: correspondence, clippings, articles, and
surveys relating to the Life of the Maine Lobsterman Project.
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Arrangement
NA0726 Edwin Lawson, interviewed by Rita Swidrowski for FO 197, fall 1972, West Tremont,
Maine. Lawson, 73, talks about lobstering on the Maine coast. Text: 131 pp. transcript.
Recording: mfc_na0726_t0534_01-mfc_na0726_t0537_02 251 minutes.
NA0727 Charles P. Dodge, interviewed by David Taylor for FO 197, fall 1972, Friendship,
Maine. Series of interviews with Dodge, 84, about his life as a lobster fisherman. Also
included: personal correspondence. Text: 256 pp. transcript. Recording: mfc_na0727_t0538_01-
mfc_na0727_t0544_01 435 minutes. Photos: P00347 - P00379.
NA0747 Dale Torrey, interviewed by Mark Lafond for FO 197, March 3, 1973, Winter Harbor,
Maine. Also present and sometimes adding to the discussion: Mrs. Torrey. Torrey talks about
being a lobster fisherman; decision not to finish school; the company he works for; his house;
children; learning lobstering from his brother and father; problems starting out; first wife's
death; second wife; wages; shrimping during the winter; co-op; his father's love of being
a lobster-fisherman. Also included: 3 pp. Survey of Maine Lobstering Industry and 2 pp.
biography of Torrey. Text: 170 pp. total: 141 pp. transcript with 24 pp. catalog, 2 page bio, 3
page survey. Recording: mfc_na0747_t0569_01-mfc_na0747_t0573_02 315 minutes.
NA0748 Frank Dyer, interviewed by Becky Elwell for FO 197, spring 1973, Lincolnville, Maine.
Also included: newspaper clipping; 5 pp. interview schedule; 2 pp. biography of Dyer. Dyer,
born on High Island on April 2, 1896, talks about Warren Island; his grandparents; school on
700 Acres Island; moving to Maker's Island (La Salle's Island); tending traps with his father, a
lobster fisherman; working on the roads in Camden, Maine; being in the Army in WWII; odd
jobs he worked; going back to lobstering at age 29; loosing boats to a hurricane; his wife picking
and selling crabs he catches; children and grandchildren; duck hunting; whittling; knitting the
heads for the traps he builds. Text: 82 pp. total: 72 pp. transcript with 2 pp. catalog/biography.
Recording: mfc_na0748_t0574_01-mfc_na0748_t0576_01 181 minutes.
NA0749 Sherwood Cook, Ernest Maloney, and Holace Chadwick, interviewed by Jayne Lello for
FO 197, spring 1973, Tenant's Harbor, Port Clyde, Maine. Cook talks about lobster fishing; the
new equipment and laws that apply; it as a business; his lobster territory around Little Green
Island, which he owns; his background; his wife; how his father and grandfather did lobster
fishing; bird watching. Maloney, who grew up in Port Clyde, talks about his background; his
father (a "man of the sea"); lobstering with his father; being a full-time fisherman. Chadwick
talks about his background; past days of glorious sea captains and schooners; his mother; living
in Port Clyde; coming from a long line of "men of the sea"; his childhood; working on a tanker
for 10 years; switching to lobstering; share-fishing with Cook; living with his wife on Little
Green Island; purse seining and stop seining; his children. Text: 170 pp. transcript with brief
catalog. Recording: mfc_na0749_t0577_01-mfc_na0749_t0581_01 269 minutes.
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NA0750 Joe and Evelyn Horr and Leon and Leila Horr, interviewed by Faith A. Rawding
for FO 107 and 197, April 1973, Long Island and Casco Bay, Maine. The Horrs talk about
lobster fishing; fishing; clamming; trawling; sword fishing; shad fishing; and the Seventh Day
Adventist Church. Text: 297 pp. transcript and brief catalog. Recording: mfc_na0750_t0582_01-
mfc_na0750_t0589_02 514 minutes. Photos: P00442 - P00444.
NA0754 Captain Sidney Sprague, interviewed by David Taylor for HY 183, 1973, Rockland,
Maine. Sprague talks about the early history of lobster fishing. Text: 160 pp. total:
transcript, information sheets, and a student paper. Recording: mfc_na0754_t0594_01-
mfc_na0754_t0596_02 191 minutes. Photos: P00450, P00992 - P00998.
NA0777 Alton Urguhart, interviewed by Mary O'Meara for American Folklore Seminar,
George Washington University, August 24, 1973, Ellsworth, Maine. Urguhart talks about
his life as a lobster fisherman from the vantage point of his 76th year; his background and
childhood; learning lobstering from his father; lobster boats in the 1910s; his wife; types of
traps used then; Beal's Island; wet-well smack; different kinds of smacks; lobster shells for
fertilizer; storms; regulations of seasons; in Coast Guard in WWI and WWII; types of motors
and engines prior to WWII; hard getting back in after serving; buoys; different methods of
fishing; hawling vs hauling traps; fishing in Southwest Harbor; blessings and hardships on the
sea; summer people; ghost stories; 7-year lobster cycle; effect of off shore fishing; hatcheries.
Also included: personal correspondence. Tape: mfc_na0777_t0644_01, mfc_na0777_t0644_02,
mfc_na0777_t0645_01, mfc_na0777_t0645_02, mfc_na0777_t0646_01 2 hours. Text: 7 pp. catalog;
27 pp. of extracts of O'Meara's paper and draft.
NA0897 Tim Staples, interviewed by David Taylor, summer 1974, in Swan's Island, Maine.
Staples, a lobster fisherman, talks about learning where to set traps; equipment used; costs;
money management; territoriality; opinions on laws, trap limits, closed season, etc. Text: 24 pp.
total: catalog and transcription. Recording: mfc_na0897_t0866_01 36 minutes.
NA0898 Sherm Stanley, Jr., interviewed by David Taylor, October 10, 1974, at Stanley's home
in Monhegan Island, Maine. Stanley, age 26, talks about his life as a lobster fisherman; starting
at the age of 10; children learning basic fishing from parents and friends; length of the
fishing season; offseason for conservation purposes; boat maintenance; gear overhaul: rope,
painting buoys and boats, repairing old traps, and building new traps; cost of operations;
types of electronic gear; problems occurring during winter weather conditions; money
management; lenders and buyers; and the future of the industry; co-ops; types of boats
(fiberglass vs wooden); lobstering off of Monhegan Island. Text: 21 pp. detailed index.
Recording: mfc_na0898_t0867_01 26 minutes.
NA0899 Al Roberts, interviewed by David Taylor, July 1, 1974, at Robert's home in Friendship,
Maine. Roberts talks about how he became a lobster buyer at the age of 34; explains the
difference between a dealer and a buyer; what the buyer's goals are for making money; what
the buyer provides for the fisherman: a wharf, parking lot for vehicles, place to leave skiffs,
build and repair traps, paint, bait, gas; providing quality service for fisherman; the relationship
between buyer and fisherman; lending money; history of the Friendship Sloops in Maine,
startup costs for lobstermen; a year's activities; and the future of the industry. Text: 5 pp.
detailed index. Recording: mfc_na0899_t0868_01 25 minutes.
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NA0970 Andy Gove, interviewed by David Taylor, July 9, 1974, Stonington, Maine. Gove talks
about experiences as a lobster fisherman; his ideas on fishermen's co-ops; how he started as a
fisherman; his estimates on how much it would cost to get set up as a lobster fisherman today;
the rising costs of gear and fuel; how the fathom meter and other instruments have affected
the industry; headaches associated with fishing. Also present: Bill (Grove's brother) and other
family members. Text: 6 pp. catalog. Recording: mfc_na0970_t0970_01 53 minutes.
NA0971 Joe Charczynski, interviewed by David Taylor, August 1, 1974, age 34, Charczynski
home in Beal's Island, Maine. Charczynski, age 34, talks about worming and lobster fishing:
how he decided to come to Maine; how natives treated him; difficulty building and repairing
traps; his father-in-law showing Joe how to knit heads; seasonal movements of lobsters;
winter activities; trap limit; trap design; trap setting strategy; fishing conditions in the area;
territoriality; how lobstering can be lonely job; daily expenses; offshore fishing; competition
and cooperation in lobstering. Text: 6 pp. brief catalog. Recording: mfc_na0971_t0971_01 43
minutes.
NA0972 Ralph Alley, interviewed by David Taylor, August 2, 1974, Beals, Maine. Alley, age
42, talks about lobster fishing: fishing conditions around Jonesport; fishing by foreign fleets;
repair traps on summer; maintenance work on boat; independence of fishermen; successful
fisherman; part timers. Complete transcription is not available. Text: 3 pp. handwritten catalog.
Recording: mfc_na0972_t0972_01 24 minutes.
NA0973 Stillman Griffin, interviewed by David Taylor, August 30, 1974, Kennebunkport, Maine.
Griffin talks about what it is like to be a lobsterman; costs involved in maintenance and repairs,
traps, buoyes, bait, etc.; what his opinions are on legislation, fishermen's co-ops, trap limit, etc.;
how much it would cost for a young man to get started; the future of the lobstering industry;
different kinds of bait, boats, and traps. Also present: Mrs. Griffin and two granddaughters.
Text: 10 pp. catalog. Recording: mfc_na0973_t0973_01 61 minutes.
NA0974 Harold Finnemore, interviewed by David Taylor, summer 1974, Islesford, Maine.
Finnemore, a part-time lobster fisherman, talks about lobster fishing: building of lobstering
traps; lost traps; old fisher: Atwood Gilmore; different kind of fishes; lobster buyer Lee Ham;
how to build a weir; fishing territory; drunk fishing stories; places for fishing and lobstering;
fishing boats prices; Friendship sloop; fishing at night. Text: 11 pp. catalog. Recording:
mfc_na0974_t0974_01 66 minutes.
NA0975 Edgar Drisko, interviewed by David Taylor, September 6 and 12, 1974, New Harbor,
Maine. Radio transmission from September 6 for first 5 minutes. Drisko, age 43, talks about
lobster fishing: starting fishing a young age; fishing as an independent job; fishing cycles of
shrimp and lobster; lobster prices; how much it costs to start lobster fishing; scarcity and
overfishing of lobsters; fisherman licenses; average traps for a big fisherman; boundaries for
fishing; lobster fishing competition; boat builders Carol and Royal Lowell; farming lobsters;
retirement; government support for fishermen; paperwork for fishermen. Text: 8 pp. catalog.
Recording: mfc_na0975_t0975_01, mfc_na0975_t0975_02 112 minutes.
NA0982 Lyman "Gus" Alley, interviewed by David Taylor, August 27, 1974, Alley's home
in Kittery, Maine. Alley, age 66, talks about his experiences as a lobsterman: early fishing
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experiences; fishing conditions; speed of his boat; Down East vs. Kittery area; how dragging
affects lobstering; resistance of fiberglass boats; old fashioned hauling gear and new rigs; how
he began on lobstering business; number of traps; fishing boundaries; fishing in wintertime;
using a sail on the stern; fishing strategies; prospects for the future of fishery; equalize
measure of lobster capture in all states; selling lobsters to smacks; sickness; what it takes
to be a successful fisherman; radio communication; Jonesport lobster boat races; fishing in
rough weather; feelings about retirement; trap designs about Kittery; square traps vs. half
round traps; wooden heads in a trap. Text: 4 pp. catalog & 38 pp. transcription. Recording:
mfc_na0982_t0982.1_01 63 minutes.
NA1996 Stillman Havener, interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor, summer 1974, Friendship,
Maine. Havener talks about lobstering. Recording: mfc_na1996_t1963_01 62 minutes.
NA2005 Les Dyer, interviewed by David Taylor, fall 1974, Rockland, Maine. Dyer of Vinalhaven
and Rockland, Maine, the first president of the MLA, talks about the founding of the Maine
Lobstermen's Association. Recording: mfc_na2005_t1969_01, mfc_na2005_t1969_02 73 minutes.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Administrative Information
Publication Statement
Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History
5729 Raymond H. Fogler Library
University of Maine
Orono, ME 04469-5729
URL: http://libguides.library.umaine.edu/c.php?g=718650
Conditions Governing Access
For digitized items free from access restrictions, we are working to upload this material
(pdfs, mp3s, jpgs) for public access, but it is an ongoing project. If you don't find what you
are looking for here, contact Special Collections (um.library.spc@maine.edu).
Conditions Governing Use
Rights assessment remains the responsibility of the researcher. Known restrictions on
NA0887, NA1089, NA1131, NA1318 - see Special Collections Librarian for more information.
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Existence and Location of Originals
Located at the American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress: AFC 2012/047 https://
lccn.loc.gov/2013655211.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Controlled Access Headings
• Lobster fishers -- Maine
• Lobsters -- Maine
• Lobster industry
• Oral histories
Collection Inventory
MF 037, Collection Summary
Title/Description Instances
MF 037, collection summary, 2019 MF037
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Edwin Lawson, interviewed by Rita Swidrowski
Title/Description Instances
NA 0726, transcript, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0726, transcript: 1973
Audio NA
0726
NA 0726, audio, part 1, Fall 1972
Digital Object: NA 0726, audio, part 1: Fall 1972
Audio NA
0726
NA 0726, audio, part 2, Fall 1972
Digital Object: NA 0726, audio, part 2: Fall 1972
Audio NA
0726
NA 0726, audio, part 3, Fall 1972
Digital Object: NA 0726, audio, part 3: Fall 1972
Audio NA
0726
NA 0726, audio, part 4, Fall 1972 Audio NA
0726
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Digital Object: NA 0726, audio, part 4: Fall 1972
NA 0726, audio, part 5, Fall 1972
Digital Object: NA 0726, audio, part 5: Fall 1972
Audio NA
0726
NA 0726, audio, part 6, Fall 1972
Digital Object: NA 0726, audio, part 6: Fall 1972
Audio NA
0726
NA 0726, audio, part 7, Fall 1972
Digital Object: NA 0726, audio, part 7: Fall 1972
Audio NA
0726
^ Return to Table of Contents
Charles P. Dodge, interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor
Title/Description Instances
NA 0727, transcript, 1973-1974
Digital Object: NA 0727, transcript: January 5, 1973
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, audio, part 1, October 7, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, audio, part 1: October 7, 1972
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, audio, part 2, October 7, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, audio, part 2: October 7, 1972
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, audio, part 3, October 7, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, audio, part 3: October 7, 1972
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, audio, part 4, October 7, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, audio, part 4: October 7, 1972
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, audio, part 5, October 15, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, audio, part 5: October 15, 1972
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, audio, part 6, October 15, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, audio, part 6: October 15, 1972
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, audio, part 7, October 28,1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, audio, part 7: October 28, 1972
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, audio, part 8, October 28, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, audio, part 8: October 28, 1972
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, audio, part 9, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, audio, part 9: November 12, 1972
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, audio, part 10, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, audio, part 10: November 12, 1972
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, audio, part 11, October 20, 1974
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Digital Object: NA 0727, audio, part 11: October 20, 1974 Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, audio, part 12, November 3. 1974
Digital Object: NA 0727, audio, part 12: November 3, 1974
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00347, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00347: 1974
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a directional
welcome sign for the town of Friendship, Maine. The
sign is a framed painting of a wood stove topped with a
steaming tea kettle and coffee pot. A black and white cat is
curled up on the seat of a rocking chair beside a window
through which a seascape can be seen. The painting
includes a slicker hanging on a peg on the wall beside the
word, "Welcome" framed to appear like an embroidery
sampler. Above the painting is an arrow indicating two
and a half miles to Friendship. In the lower right corner
of the painting is a sign that reads: "A Sign of Friendship."
circa 1974. David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00348, circa 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00348: circa 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
displaying one of his old, cedar lobster buoys with a
spruce spindle. Dodge's colors were a red nose, yellow
middle, and white on the top. Circa 1972. David Littleton-
Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00349, circa 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00349: circa 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
displaying one of his old, cedar lobster buoys with a
spruce spindle. Dodge's colors were a red nose, yellow
middle, and white on the top. Circa 1972. David Littleton-
Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00350, circa 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00350: circa 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
(1888-1980) holding a photograph of a Friendship Sloop he
once owned. Date of the photograph Dodge is holding is
unknown. Circa 1972. David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00351, circa 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00351: circa 1972
Abstract: Black and white portrait of lobsterman Charles
P. Dodge (1888-1980) of Friendship, Maine, circa 1972.
David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00352, circa 1972 Audio NA
0727
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Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00352: circa 1972
Abstract: Black and white portrait of Charles P. Dodge
(1888-1980) of Friendship, Maine wearing a fedora and
suit coat, standing in a window of his shed, circa 1972.
NA 0727, photograph, p00353, circa 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00353: circa 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
(1888-1980) of Friendship, Maine, discussing a bundle of
spare laths used on wooden lobster pots, circa 1972. David
Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00354, circa 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00354: circa 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
(1888-1980) of Friendship, Maine examining a string
of trap heads in his backyard shed, circa 1972. David
Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00355, circa 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00355: circa 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
(1888-1980) of Friendship, Maine, holding a bowed frame
for a lobster pot, circa 1972. David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00356, circa 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00356: circa 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a lobster pot
belonging to Charles Dodge of Friendship, Maine. The door
at the top of the trap is open in order to see inside. The
kitchen, where lobsters enter the trap, is situated on the
right of the image. The parlor is situated on the left of the
trap, circa 1972. David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00357, circa 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00357: circa 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of one of Charles
Dodge's lobster traps with heads knit by Dodge, himself.
Friendship, Maine, circa 1972. David Littleton-Taylor
photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00358, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00358: November
12, 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
(1888-1980) knitting a head for a lobster pot in his kitchen
in Friendship, Maine, November 12, 1972. According to
Dodge, lobstermen in the area would bring their twine
to him and pay him to knit heads for them. During the
Audio NA
0727
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winter of 1971, Dodge knit 1500 heads. David Littleton-
Taylor photo.
NA 0727, photograph, p00359, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00359: November
12, 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
(1888-1980) demonstrating how to knit a head for a lobster
pot in his kitchen in Friendship, Maine, November 12,
1972. Provided nylon twine by fishermen, Dodge said he
knit three heads for 25-cents. According to Dodge, "I knit
three heads, two little ones…and one big one for twenty-
five cents. And most anybody that knits for the money will
be getting about forty cents for the same thing. But I knit
'em more for just something to do." (Transcript, p. 135).
David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00360, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00360: November
12, 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a lobster trap
head being knit by Charles Dodge of Friendship, Maine,
November 12, 1972. David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00361, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00361: November
12, 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a lobster trap
head being knit by Charles Dodge of Friendship, Maine,
November 12, 1972. David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00362, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00362: November
12, 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
(1888-1980) in the kitchen of his house in Friendship,
Maine, knitting a head for a lobster trap, November 12,
1972. David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00363, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00363: November
12, 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
(1888-1980) in the kitchen of his house in Friendship,
Maine, knitting a head for a lobster trap, November 12,
1972. David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00364, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00364: November
12, 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
(1888-1980) in the kitchen of his home in Friendship,
Audio NA
0727
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Maine, demonstrating how to knit a lobster trap head.
Dodge learned to knit heads from Charles Mank of
Thomaston, Maine. Dodge, in turn, was teaching his nine-
year-old grandson how to knit. November 12, 1972. David
Littleton-Taylor photo.
NA 0727, photograph, p00365, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00365: November
12, 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
(1888-1980) in the kitchen of his house in Friendship,
Maine, knitting a head for a lobster trap, November 12,
1972. David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00366, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00366: November
12, 1972
Abstract: Black and white portrait of lobsterman Charles
P. Dodge (1888-1980) of Friendship, Maine, November 12,
1972. David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00367, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00367: November
12, 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the net needle
used by Charles Dodge (1888-1980) of Friendship, Maine,
to knit lobster trap heads, November 12, 1972. David
Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00368, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00368: November
12, 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
(1888-1980) of Friendship, Maine, knitting a funnel ring
into a trap head in the kitchen of his home. According to
Dodge, "…up to the time I came to Friendship, we always
made these [funnel hoops] out of little spruce limbs,
ah you know from a couple little limbs about two feet
long...peel 'em and bend 'em up, lash 'em together with
twine and they used them for years." November 12, 1972.
David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00369, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00369: November
12, 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of lobsterman
Charles P. Dodge (1888-1980) of Friendship, Maine,
working on knitting a trap head. November 12, 1972.
David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00370, November 12, 1972 Audio NA
0727
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Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00370: November
12, 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
(1888-1980) in the kitchen of his home in Friendship,
Maine finishing off the side head he knit, November 12,
1972. David Littleton-Taylor photo.
NA 0727, photograph, p00371, November 12, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00371: November
12, 1972
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Charles Dodge
(1888-1980) in the kitchen of his Friendship, Maine home
holding up the lobster trap head he just knit by hand.
November 12, 1972. David Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00372, undated
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00372: undated
Abstract: Sepia-tone photograph of Charles Dodge at the
wheel of his lobster boat, undated.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00373, undated
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00373: undated
Abstract: Sepia-tone photograph of a Friendship Sloop
onshore during a low-tide in Friendship, Maine, undated.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00374, undated
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00374: undated
Abstract: Sepia-tone photograph of Charles Dodge of
Friendship, Maine, hauling a lobster trap, undated.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00375, circa 1928
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00375: circa 1928
Abstract: Sepia-tone photograph of the dry smack,
Consolidated, c. 1928 in Friendship, Maine, once
piloted by Charles Dodge. Consolidated was owned
by the Consolidated Lobster Company of Gloucester,
Massachusetts. After Dodge left the boat, the new skipper
ran her aground on Cranberry Island near Mount Desert
in heavy fog. The boat was then sold for salvage.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00376, undated
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00376: undated
Abstract: Sepia-tone photograph of four unidentified men
standing on a small dock, undated.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00377, undated
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00377: undated
Abstract: Sepia-tone photograph of a small, unidentified
harbor, undated.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00378, circa 1928
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Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00378: circa 1928
Abstract: Sepia-tone photograph of Captain Charles Dodge,
circa 1928, dressed in all black, with his daughter Nerita
at age six, standing in front of the pilot house of the dry
smack Consolidated.
Audio NA
0727
NA 0727, photograph, p00379, undated
Digital Object: NA 0727, photograph, p00379: undated
Abstract: Sepia-tone photograph of a lobster boat with an
empty mast for a riding sail at the stern. Riding sails were
used to keep the vessel's nose into the wind when pots
were being hauled. Photo is undated.
Audio NA
0727
^ Return to Table of Contents
Dale Torrey, interviewed by Mark Lafond
Language of the Material: English.
Title/Description Instances
NA 0747, transcript, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0747, transcript: 1973
Audio NA
0747
NA 0747, audio, part 1 of 9, March 3, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0747, audio, part 1
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0747
NA 0747, audio, part 2 of 9, March 3, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0747, audio, part 2
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0747
NA 0747, audio, part 3 of 9, March 3, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0747, audio, part 3
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0747
NA 0747, audio, part 4 of 9, March 3, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0747, audio, part 4
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0747
NA 0747, audio, part 5 of 9, March 3, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0747, audio, part 5
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0747
NA 0747, audio, part 6 of 9, March 3, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0747, audio, part 6
Audio NA
0747
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0747, audio, part 7 of 9, March 3, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0747, audio, part 7
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0747
NA 0747, audio, part 8 of 9, March 3, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0747, audio, part 8
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0747
NA 0747, audio, part 9 of 9, March 3, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0747, audio, part 9
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0747
^ Return to Table of Contents
Earl Frank "Frankie" Dyer, interviewed by Becky Elwell
Title/Description Instances
NA 0748, transcript, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0748, transcript: 1973
Audio NA
0748
NA 0748, audio, part 1, March 25, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0748, audio, part 1: March 25, 1973
Audio NA
0748
NA 0748, audio, part 2, March 25, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0748, audio, part 2: March 25, 1973
Audio NA
0748
NA 0748, audio, part 3, April 29, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0748, audio, part 3: April 29, 1973
Audio NA
0748
NA 0748, audio, part 4, April 29, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0748, audio, part 4: April 29, 1973
Audio NA
0748
^ Return to Table of Contents
Sherwood Cook, Ernest Maloney, and Holace Chadwick, interviewed by
Jayne Lello
Title/Description Instances
NA 0749, transcript, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0749, transcript: 1972
Audio NA
0749
Sherwood Cook, interviewed by Jayne Lello
Title/Description Instances
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NA 0749, audio, part 1, March 18, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0749, audio, part 1: March 18, 1972
Audio NA
0749
NA 0749, audio, part 2, March 18, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0749, audio, part 2: March 18, 1972
Audio NA
0749
Ernest Maloney, interviewed by Jayne Lello
Title/Description Instances
NA 0749, audio, part 3, March 17, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0749, audio, part 3: March 17, 1972
Audio NA
0749
NA 0749, audio, part 4, March 17, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0749, audio, part 4: March 17, 1972
Audio NA
0749
NA 0749, audio, part 5, March 17, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0749, audio, part 5: March 17, 1972
Audio NA
0749
NA 0749, audio, part 6, March 17, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0749, audio, part 6: March 17, 1972
Audio NA
0749
Holace Chadwick, interviewed by Jayne Lello
Title/Description Instances
NA 0749, audio, part 7, March 18, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0749, audio, part 7: March 18, 1973
Audio NA
0749
NA 0749, audio, part 8, March 18, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0749, audio, part 8: March 18, 1973
Audio NA
0749
NA 0749, audio, part 9, March 18, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0749, audio, part 9: March 18, 1973
Audio NA
0749
^ Return to Table of Contents
Joe and Evelyn Horr and Leon and Leila Horr, interviewed by Faith A.
Rawding
Title/Description Instances
NA 0750, transcript, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, transcript: 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 1, March 24, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 1: March 24, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 2, March 24, 1973 Audio NA
0750
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Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 2: March 24, 1973
NA 0750, audio, part 3, March 24, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 3: March 24, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 4, March 24, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 4: March 24, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 5, April 7, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 5: April 7, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 6, April 7, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 6: April 7, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 7, April 21, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 7: April 21, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 8, April 21, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 8: April 21, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 9, April 21, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 9: April 21, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 10, April 21, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 10: April 21, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 11, August 25, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 11: August 25, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 12, August 25, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 12: August 25, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 13, August 26, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 13: August 26, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 14, August 26, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 14: August 26, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 15, October 7, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 15: October 7, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, audio, part 16, October 7, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, audio, part 16: October 7, 1973
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, photograph, p00442, circa 1910
Digital Object: NA 0750, photograph, p00442: circa 1910
Abstract: Black and white photograph of an unidentified
group of people standing on the porch of a house in an
unidentified location, possibly Long Island, Casco Bay,
Portland, Maine. Circa 1910.
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, photograph, p00443, undated
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Digital Object: NA 0750, photograph, p00443: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of an unidentified
woman sitting in a dory, holding a lobster. The woman is
likely one of the two sisters-in-law, Evelyn Horr or Leila
Horr.
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, photograph, p00444, undated
Digital Object: NA 0750, photograph, p00444: undated
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, photograph, p00445, undated
Digital Object: NA 0750, photograph, p00445: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of a woman
wearing a work shirt, denim shorts and tall boots, with
two, bare-foot boy children. The location is likely Long
Island, Maine. The woman may be Evelyn Horr or Leila
Horr.
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, photograph, p00905, July 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, photograph, p00905: July 1973
Abstract: Black and white photograph of husband and
wife, Joseph Horr and Evelyn Horr, Portland, Maine, July
1973. Faith A. Rawding photo.
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, photograph, p00907, July 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, photograph, p00907: July 1973
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Joseph Horr,
Portland, Maine, July 1973. Faith A. Rawding photo.
Audio NA
0750
NA 0750, photograph, p00908, July 1973
Digital Object: NA 0750, photograph, p00908: July 1973
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Joseph Horr,
Portland, Maine, July 1973. Faith A. Rawding photo.
Audio NA
0750
^ Return to Table of Contents
Captain Sidney Sprague, interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor
Title/Description Instances
NA 0754, transcript, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0754, transcript: 1973
Audio NA
0754
NA 0754, audio, part 1, March 14, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0754, audio, part 1: March 14, 1973
Audio NA
0754
NA 0754, audio, part 2, March 14, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0754, audio, part 2: March 14, 1973
Audio NA
0754
NA 0754, audio, part 3, March 14, 1973
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Digital Object: NA 0754, audio, part 3: March 14, 1973 Audio NA
0754
NA 0754, audio, part 4, March 14, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0754, audio, part 4: March 14, 1973
Audio NA
0754
NA 0754, audio, part 5, April 13, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0754, audio, part 5: April 13, 1973
Audio NA
0754
NA 0754, audio, part 6, April 13, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0754, audio, part 6: April 13, 1973
Audio NA
0754
NA 0754, photograph, p00450, July 12, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0769, photograph: July 12, 1973
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Captain Sidney N.
Sprague (1903-1981) and his wife, Lena A. (Post) Sprague
(standing behind the screen door) (1897-1998). David
Littleton-Taylor photo.
Audio NA
0754
NA 0754, photograph, p00992, undated
Digital Object: NA 0754, photograph, p00992: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the dry smack,
"A. C. McLoon," built in 1947 by the Lash Brothers of
Friendship, Maine for the A. C. McLoon Lobster Company,
undated.
Audio NA
0754
NA 0754, photograph, p00993, circa 1915
Digital Object: NA 0754, photograph, p00993: circa 1915
Abstract: Black and white photograph of two-masted
schooner smacks at anchor at the A. C. McLoon Lobster
Company wharf, Rockland, Maine, c. 1915. The smack at
center, foreground is the "Silas McLoon."
Audio NA
0754
NA 0754, photograph, p00994, undated
Digital Object: NA 0754, photograph, p00994: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Canadian and
American "power" smacks at anchor in Abbott's Harbor,
Nova Scotia, Canada, undated.
Audio NA
0754
NA 0754, photograph, p00995, undated
Digital Object: NA 0754, photograph, p00995: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the lobster
smack, "Silas McLoon," built in 1913 by Irving Adams
of East Boothbay, Maine. The "Silas McLoon" was a well
smack capable of carrying 18,000 pounds of lobsters,
undated.
Audio NA
0754
NA 0754, photograph, p00996, undated
Digital Object: NA 0754, photograph, p00996: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the dry smack,
"A. C. McLoon," built in 1947 by the Lash Brothers of
Audio NA
0754
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Friendship, Maine for the A. C. McLoon Lobster Company,
undated.
NA 0754, photograph, p00997, circa 1928
Digital Object: NA 0754, photograph, p00997: circa 1928
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the dry
smack, Consolidated, c. 1928 in Friendship, Maine,
piloted by Charles Dodge. Consolidated was owned
by the Consolidated Lobster Company of Gloucester,
Massachusetts. After Dodge left the boat, the new skipper
ran her aground on Cranberry Island near Mount Desert
in heavy fog. The boat was then sold for salvage.
Audio NA
0754
NA 0754, photograph, p00998, undated
Digital Object: NA 0754, photograph, p00998: undated
Abstract: Black and white photograph of Captain Charles
Dodge, circa 1928, with his daughter Nerita at age six,
standing in front of the pilot house of the dry smack
Consolidated.
Audio NA
0754
^ Return to Table of Contents
Tim Staples, interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor
Title/Description Instances
NA 0897, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0897, transcript: 1974
Audio NA
0897
NA 0897, audio, August 13, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0897, audio: August 13, 1974
Audio NA
0897
^ Return to Table of Contents
Sherm Stanley, Jr., interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor
Title/Description Instances
NA 0898. transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0898. transcript: 1974
Audio NA
0898
NA 0898, audio, October 10, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0898, audio: October 10, 1974
Audio NA
0898
^ Return to Table of Contents
Al Roberts, interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor
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Title/Description Instances
NA 0899, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0899, transcript: 1974
Audio NA
0899
NA 0899, audio, July 1, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0899, audio: July 1, 1974
Audio NA
0899
^ Return to Table of Contents
Andy Gove, interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor
Title/Description Instances
NA 0970, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0970, transcript: 1974
Audio NA
0970
NA 0970, audio, July 9, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0970, audio: July 9, 1974
Audio NA
0970
^ Return to Table of Contents
Joe Charczynski, interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor
Title/Description Instances
NA 0971, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0971, transcript: 1974
Audio NA
0971
NA 0971, audio, August 1, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0971, audio: August 1, 1974
Audio NA
0971
^ Return to Table of Contents
Ralph Alley, interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor
Title/Description Instances
NA 0972, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0972, transcript: 1974
Audio NA
0972
NA 0972, audio, August 2, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0972, audio: August 2, 1974
Audio NA
0972
^ Return to Table of Contents
Stillman Griffin, interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor
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Title/Description Instances
NA 0973, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0973, transcript: 1974
Audio NA
0973
NA 0973, audio, August 30, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0973, audio: August 30, 1974
Audio NA
0973
^ Return to Table of Contents
Harold Finnemore, interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor
Title/Description Instances
NA 0974, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0974, transcript: 1974
Audio NA
0974
NA 0974, audio, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0974, audio: 1974
Audio NA
0974
^ Return to Table of Contents
Edgar Drisko, interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor
Title/Description Instances
NA 0975, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0975, transcript: 1974
Audio NA
0975
NA 0975, audio, part 1, September 12, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0975, audio, part 1: September 12, 1974
Audio NA
0975
NA 0975, audio, part 2, September 12, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0975, audio, part 2: September 12, 1974
Audio NA
0975
^ Return to Table of Contents
Lyman "Gus" Alley, interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor
Title/Description Instances
NA 0982, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0982, transcript: 1974
Audio NA
0982
NA 0982, audio, August 27, 1974 Audio NA
0982
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Digital Object: NA 0982, audio: August 27, 1974
^ Return to Table of Contents
Stillman Havener, interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor
Title/Description Instances
NA 1996, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 1996, transcript: 1974
Audio NA
1996
NA 1996, audio, 1974
Digital Object: NA 1996, audio: 1974
Audio NA
1996
^ Return to Table of Contents
Les Dyer, interviewed by David Littleton-Taylor
Title/Description Instances
NA 2005, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 2005, transcript: 1974
Audio NA
2005
NA 2005, audio, part 1, 1974
Digital Object: NA 2005, audio, part 1: 1974
Audio NA
2005
NA 2005, audio, part 2, 1974
Digital Object: NA 2005, audio, part 2: 1974
Audio NA
2005
^ Return to Table of Contents
